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Then 13.1.2 came out, specifically released to solve the battery drain issue, but it ... that a major issue is still at play across many
different iOS users, regardless of device and ... Probably leaving that one to update until Christmas, what do you reckon? ...
Unfortunately, because of Apple's performance, I will never upgrade my .... iPhone update leaves users furious due to battery
drain issue - APPLE users have claimed the latest version of the iPhone operating system has played havoc .... iOS 10.1 iPhone
Update Leaves Users Furious After Draining Battery Issues. iOS 10.1 ... Because they're unable to turn the phones back on due
to low battery.. Apple to pay up to $500M to settle lawsuit over slow iPhones ... software updates to slow down older iPhones,
soon after angry customers and ... said it was aimed at addressing issues with older lithium-ion batteries that would ... Standard
& Poor's and S&P are registered trademarks of Standard & Poor's .... I'm experiencing this. Since upgrading to 10, my iPhone 6
has gone from being needing to be charged every 1.5 days to at least 3 times a day .... Although many iPhone users experience
better battery life after the iOS ... iOS 4.0 problems, one less-than-ideal fix for the battery drain issue .... One of the common
post-update issues affecting both iPhones and iPads is on ... Why does my iPhone battery drain faster after an iOS 13 update? ...
in rapid power drain especially if network-related features like cellular data, .... r/technology: Subreddit dedicated to the news
and discussions about the creation and use of technology and its surrounding issues.. Problem that has faced a majority of
iPhone X users is temporary screen ... Try to restart your iPhone X. Or you can simply upgrade latest iOS update. ... What
happens is that an image will tend to leave a print on the display when the screen is ... We all know that iPhone Smartphones are
likely to abnormal battery drain right?. Especially right after installation, their iPhone's battery started draining ... a recipient of
getting iPhone battery problems with iOS 13/13.2 beta, leave your ... When your iPhone battery life is at stake due to the iOS
13/13.2, there is a sense of fury, ... the problem and unleash the update patch that one can adopt to fix the issue.. Anyone else
experiencing a significant drop in battery life after ... User level: Level 1 ... Thanks for the reply. ... ridiculous to me that Apple
keeps providing updates that cause battery issues. ... Yes and it is making me angry with Apple. ... (Ask Next Time or Never)
and leaving it on Low Power Mode overnight.. The iPhone features remarkable battery life, however, not every user ... If you
upgrade iOS and notice diminished battery life, try calibrating the ... Once your device powers off due to insufficient battery
charge, it's best to leave it for some time. ... It is well known that unofficial Apple replacement parts are often poor quality.

iOS 10.1 iPhone update leaves users FURIOUS due to battery drain issue ... APPLE users have claimed the latest version of the
iPhone operating system ... He also suffered problems when starting his phone up in the morning. ... a good 80% charge, it won't
reboot in the morning due to no battery charge.. iOS 10.1 iPhone update leaves users FURIOUS due to battery drain issue. iFans
claim ... APPLE users have claimed the latest version of the iPhone operating system has played havoc with the battery in their
device. ... Another user said he was suffering from an “identical issue after upgrading to 10.1.1.”.. It is unclear whether a recent
update to the iPhone operating system may have caused the connectivity issues for users of the UK-based mobile .... iOS 10.1
iPhone Update Leaves Users Furious Due to Battery Drain Issue. 2016-11-28 700 Posted by 3uTools. APPLE users have
claimed the latest version of .... According to the reports from the famous Tech giants, the users of iOS have reported that the
battery indicator indicates about thew 30% battery before jumping .... APPLE users have claimed the latest version of the
iPhone operating system ... iPhone update leaves users furious due to battery drain issue.. 2.1 update contained fixes to address
unexpected shutdowns reported by some users, particularly on iPhone 6 and 6S models when they had 30% battery life ....
Apple iPhone owners are running into serious battery drain problems on iOS 13.1.3... ... of users reporting that the update ruins
their iPhone's battery life. ... charge within 30 minutes by leaving it on my computer desk (without ...
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